
 

 

 

Annex to UNEP/OzL.Pro.15/Inf.6 

PARTY DATE 
SUBSTANCES 

TRADED 
VOLUME 

EXPORTING 

COUNTRY 
DETAILS OF THE ODS ILLEGAL TRADE 

Japan 
May 

2001 
CFC-12 

5400kg  

(each 250g 

x  21,600cans) 

Thailand 

Two men tried to import 21,600 cans of CFC-12 from Thailand by air 

cargo. Instead, they made a false declaration of lubricants to the Customs 

authorities as lubricants. 

 July 

2001 
CFC-12 

11,745kg 

(each 300g x 

39,150cans) 

China 

A firm tried to import 39,150 cans of CFC-12 from China by marine 

containers. Instead, the firm made a false declaration of HFC-134a to the 

Customs authorities. 

 July 

2001 
CFC-12 

123,300kg  

(each 300g x 

411,000cans) 

China 

A firm and affiliated firm tried to import 411,000 cans of CFC-12 from 

China by marine containers. Instead, the firm made a false declaration 

report ten times of HFC-124a to the Customs authorities. 

 July 

2001 
CFC-12 

11,160kg  

(each 310g x 

35,999cans) 

China 

Four Japanese tried to import 35,999 cans of CFC-12 from China by 

marine containers. Instead, they made a false declaration of HFC-1345a 

to the Customs authorities. 

 March 

2002 
CFC-12 

1,975kg 

(each 350g x 

5,644cans) 

Egypt 

An Egyptian who is staying in Japan tried to import 5,644 cans of CFC-

12 from Egypt by air cargo. Instead, he made a false declaration of HFC-

134a to the Customs authorities. 

 June 

2002 
CFC-12 

2,871kg  

(each 250g x 

11,483 cans) 

China-Hong 

Kong 

Four Japanese tried to import 11, 483 cans of CFC-12 from China by 

marine containers. Instead, they made a false declaration of HFC-134a to 

the Customs authorities. 

Japan 
June 

2002 
CFC-12 

2,708kg 

(each 250g x 

10,830cans) 

China-Hong 

Kong 

Four Japanese tried to import 10,830 cans of CFC-12 from China by 

marine containers.  Instead, they made a false declaration of HFC-134a 

to the Customs authorities. 

 July 

2002 
CFC-12 

6,030kg  

(each 250g 

x  24,120cans) 

Vietnam 

Two men tried to import 24,120 cans of CFC-12 from Vietnam by 

marine containers.  Those cans were hidden behind the boxes that 

contained paints in the container.  Instead, they made a false declaration 

of paints to the Customs. 



Philippines 
May 

2003 
CFC-12 

1,140 cylinders 

of 13.6 kg each 
China 

The shipment was apprehended by the Government of Philippines after 

which the investigation revealed that the importer applied for a license to 

import HFC-134a but instead illegally imported CFC-12.  The shipment 

was packed and labelled as HFC-134a but with no brand name and no 

indication of where the substances had been manufactured.  The 

Government of China has been requested by Philippines to investigate 

the supplier/exporter of the illegal CFCs. 

Singapore 
August 

2001 
CFC-12 

80 cylinders of 

13.6 kg each 
Not provided 

A company was apprehended and fined for ODS imports without license 

under the Environment Pollution control Act. 

 


